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1.1. Summary
Smart trams are now running through the city of Florence in Italy, as part 
of the innovative computing infrastructure developed by the EU-fun-
ded project ELASTIC. By installing sensing, computation and communi-
cation equipment in three tram vehicles of the public tramway system 
of Florence, as well as in three selected tram stops, the project paved 
the way to a next generation intelligent transport environment.

Nowadays, discussions about sustainability and urban population 
growth are leading to new approaches for effective mobility manage-
ment in the cities. By enhancing the interaction between the city infras-
tructure, the public tram network and private vehicles, ELASTIC worked 
towards an integrated, safe and smart urban mobility environment, 
which will lead to fewer accidents, efficient traffic management and 
reduced maintenance costs.

Bringing together scientific and industrial players as well as the local 
government and the Florence tramway operator, ELASTIC developed 
functionalities aligned with the vision of autonomous trams, including:

• an advanced autonomous localization system, which provides re-
al-time accurate positioning information even when GPS coverage 
is not available

• the detection of hazardous situations in real-time to alert tram dri-
vers and private vehicle drivers

Three tram vehicles operating in the Florence network were on-boar-
ded with multiple sensors, such as cameras, Inertial Measurement Units 
(IMUs), Radar and Lidar, and generated massive amounts of data du-
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ring each journey. This data was fused with information extracted from 
sensors located in tram stops surroundings and processed through 
complex Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods. 

Afterwards, the information was turned into valuable knowledge 
in real-time regarding the tram position, the presence of obstacles 
along the tramline and tram stops, and the movement of citizens 
and vehicles.  

In that regard, the ELASTIC consortium worked towards the creation of 
smart areas around three key intersections between the tramlines, city 
streets, and pedestrian crossings in the Metropolitan City of Florence.

1.2. Objectives
ELASTIC has the three main objectives:
1. The project developed a software architecture incorporating a new 

elasticity concept, which enables smart systems to satisfy the per-
formance requirements of extreme-scale analytics workloads. The 
new elasticity concept efficiently distributed the workloads across 
the compute continuum, whilst guaranteeing real-time, energy, 
communication quality and security non-function properties inheri-
ted from the system domain.

2. ELASTIC’s main vision is that by extending the elasticity concept 
across the compute continuum in an edge computing environment, 
and employing advanced hardware architectures at the edge side, 
the capabilities of the extreme-scale analytics can be significantly 
increased, integrating both responsive data-in-motion and latent 
data-at-rest analytics into a single solution.

3. The performance of a realistic yet visionary smart mobility use-case, 
was elaborated over huge volumes of data coming from a large set 
of Internet of Things (IoT) sensors distributed along the Florence 
tramway network. ELASTIC adopted a very innovative federated/
distributed fog architecture, supporting elasticity across the com-
pute continuum whilst fulfilling real-time, energy, communication 
and secure properties.

1.3. Challenge that is being addressed
When speaking of smart cities, sensors collect large volumes of data 
and transform, process and analyse them through layers of hardware 
and software –which is known as the compute continuum: from physi-
cal world sensors (edge computing) to the analytics core in data-cen-
ters (cloud computing).

ELASTIC tackles the necessity to fulfil the non-functional properties that 
compose the inheritance of smart systems, those being, among others, 
the challenges faced by real- time information processing, energy effi-
ciency or the quality or security of its communications. 
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ELASTIC provided the required scalable computing infrastructure 
to the Florence tramway network, enhancing the tramway public 
transportation services as well as its interaction with the private 
vehicle transportation. The new elasticity concept enabled the 
efficient processing, through extreme-scale analytics, of multiple 
and heterogeneous streams of data collected from an extensive 
deployment of IoT sensors, located on board the tram vehicles, 
along the tramway lines, as well as on specific urban spots around 
the tram stations (e.g., traffic lights).

At the same time, its architecture guarantees additional proper-
ties, known as non-functional requirements, inherited by the 
tramway system. In this specific use case, the desired non-func-
tional requirements refer to the system operation with real-time 
guarantees, enhanced energy efficiency, high communication 
quality and security.

The output of the real-time, secure and energy efficient extre-
me-scale analytics solutions enabled by ELASTIC will be, in turn, 
used to improve the overall Florence transportation network per-
formance, as well as other European cities, thus enhancing the qua-
lity of life of citizens in terms of safe mobility and service availabi-
lity. The identification of hazardous situations in real time, such as 
the crossing of cars or pedestrians across the rail tracks when the 
tram is approaching, will be notified to both the connected trams 
and any connected vehicles in the area, thus contributing to the 
prevention of accidents. Furthermore, additional offline analysis on 
the obtained data, concerning for example the presence of traffic 
congestion around the intersection, will be leveraged by the City 
of Florence to develop more efficient traffic management policies.

2. Description of the problem solved
Overall, the capabilities of the ELASTIC software architecture and 
the fulfilment of the non-functional properties will be a significant 
step towards fully autonomous, highly reliable and efficient public 
transportation systems.

Figure 1 – The Elastic smart city use case
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3.1. Architecture

The ELASTIC’s software architecture integrates the most advanced in-
formation and communications technologies (ICTs) from multiple com-
puting domains into a single development framework.

This technology enables the design, implementation and efficient exe-
cution of extreme-scale big-data analytics. To achieve this goal, it incor-
porates a new elasticity concept across the compute continuum, with 
the objective of providing the level of performance needed to process 
the envisioned volume and velocity of data from geographically dis-
persed sources at an affordable development cost, whilst guaranteeing 
the fulfilment of the non-functional properties inherited from the sys-
tem domain.

The figure below shows a schematic view of the ELASTIC software arc-
hitecture stack and the set of integrated software layers.

Figure 2 – ELASTIC software architecture stack

The Distributed data analytics platform provides the Application 
Programming Interface (API) needed to develop the ELASTIC use 
case implementing extreme-scale analytics. Moreover, it also pro-
vides the needed distributed storage tools to deal with the mana-
gement, storage, and retrieval of data at the time it is needed and 
at the location where it is needed.

The Non-functional requirements (NFR) tool implements the set 
of tools and components which will be able to monitor in real 
time the status of the ELASTIC computing and networking infras-
tructure and the execution of the implemented data analytics 
workflows with respect to the non-functional system properties 
- i.e., real-time, energy efficiency, communication quality and se-

3. Implementation of the solution
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curity. The NFR tool is able to detect any violation of the properties 
or any change in the compute continuum and propose the most 
appropriate reallocation of resources, thus enabling the dynamic 
reconfiguration of the ELASTIC system.

The computation orchestrator layer implements the elasticity concept 
promoted by ELASTIC, by scheduling the different analytics functions 
across the compute continuum, while fulfilling the non-functional re-
quirements of the system, monitored by the NFR tool. 

Finally, the Hybrid Fog Computing Platform abstracts the multiple 
edge and cloud computing resources spread across the compu-
te continuum. To do so, this layer deploys the application compo-
nents, i.e., the computational units distributed by the orchestrator 
layer, to virtual resources using container technologies, and consi-
dering configuration and infrastructural requirements.

3.2. Implementation
As the project aims at developing the challenging software architec-
ture needed to implement the next-generation urban mobility appli-
cations supporting extreme-scale analytics, three specific applicati-
ons have been carefully identified to assess and highlight the benefits 
of ELASTIC technology for newly conceived tramway solutions:

Next Generation Autonomous Positioning (NGAP) and Advanced 
Driving Assistant System (ADAS)

The first use case application is a combination of two complemen-
tary functionalities, namely the (Next Generation Autonomous Posi-

tioning (NGAP) and the Advanced Driving Assistant System (ADAS), 
aiming to provide accurate information on the tram position and as-
sist drivers in critical situations by informing them on the presence 
of obstacles in real-time, thus enhancing the passengers’ safety.

The NGAP enables the accurate and real-time detection of the tram 
position through data collected from on-board inertial measure-
ment units (IMU), satellite positioning information (GNSS) and ot-
her sensors. The positioning information is estimated on-board the 
tram, and sent through a reliable connection to the tram operation 
control system on the ground.

This information also enables the development of ADAS, imple-
menting obstacle detection and collision avoidance functionali-
ties based on an innovative data fusion algorithm combining the 
output of multiple sensors including radars, cameras and light 
detection and ranging (LIDAR) detectors. Data from additional 
sources, such as fixed sensors placed at strategic positions (e.g., 
road crossings), is also integrated to increase the reliability of the 
system.

Predictive maintenance

Defective assets on the rail track represent a significant cause of 
hold ups on most rail and tram networks, causing one third of 
delays and sometimes rail trams’ suspensions, thus impacting ci-
tizens’ expectations and the normal operation of cities. Therefo-
re, the early detection of symptoms associated with possible rail 
track wear is fundamental in order to resolve such problems as 
soon as possible, and even completely prevent them if possible.
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The predictive maintenance application monitors the rail track 
status and profile in real-time, enabling the identification of chan-
ges in equipment behavior that foreshadow failure. Furthermore, 
through offline analytics, potential correlations between unex-
pected detected obstacles (obtained through the NGAP/ADAS 
application) and rail track damages were examined. The applica-
tion also provides for recommendations, enabling maintenance 
teams to carry out remedial work before the asset starts to fail. 
Finally, the power consumption profile will also be monitored, in 
order to potentially minimize consumption and have an environ-
mentally positive impact.

Interaction between the public and private transport in the City 
of Florence

In urban areas, there is a continuous interaction between public 
and private transport, and high capacity public transport is typi-
cally granted a higher priority. However, such policies do not take 
into account the specific traffic dynamics of different scenarios. 
The increasing deployment of IoT solutions is providing cities 
with a dense network of sensors collecting different types of data 
that can be used to monitor performance of mobility services and 
their impact (traffic flows, travel times, air quality, etc.). 

ELASTIC used this information to enhance the quality and safety 
of the city traffic management through the application of extre-
me data analytics, providing valuable outputs for both users and 
operators that enable them to:

(1) identify critical situations (e.g., vehicles crossing the intersec-
tion with the tram line despite having a red traffic light),

(2) optimize the local traffic regulation strategies (e.g., reduce 
the waiting time of cars at tram crossings through improved light 
priority management, or slow down trams to reduce a queue of 
waiting vehicles under traffic congestion, etc.)

The ELASTIC framework for enhancing the interaction between 
different transportation networks (i.e., public and private) through 
real-time analytics will be used as a reference for the Florence 
tramway system for the implementation of new features and mo-
bility services in the future.
 
Figure 3 – Screenshot of smart sensor video used in ELASTIC
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The ELASTIC Use Case and software solutions can be reproduced in 
other cities around the worlds. Even though ELASTIC is focused on light 
rail networks and their interaction with private transportation, the pro-
posed solution can be easily adapted to different urban environments. 
In that regard, a subset of the technology developed within ELASTIC 
has  been applied in the Catalan Ecosystem trough the CIDAI platform 
in the Projecte d’Alt Impacte [High-Impact Project] on Mobility for 2021.

Furthermore, as indicated by Nogueira et al. (2020, p.52 ), the project’s 
applicability is not only limited within the Smart City/Smart Transpor-
tation domain but can be extended in different fields. Specifically, the 
concept of “elasticity” could also be applied within the Smart Manufac-
turing field –for performing optimizations and runtime adjustments of 
different infrastructural components-, or in the field of avionics, especi-
ally regarding safety and security events occurring during flights.

4. Impact of the solution
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